
A Plan for Differentiated Teacher PD - Creating small group PLC’s 
1. Self-Assess in 5D+ (past practice) 
2. Focus area setting conversation in 5D+ with admin (past practice) 
3. Small group PLC kick-off meeting (new) 

- Based on information from the pre-observation cycle meeting, Andy 

and Marie will create small groups based on teacher preferences. 

Those groups may have direct or indirect ties to 5D+.  The small group 

cohort will be your PLC for the year 

  4. Fall Lab Classroom at Jamestown (new) 

- All staff had one opportunity to take part in a lab classroom this 

spring.   

5. Small group reading, researching and learning (new) 

-  During the initial meetings, admin provides them with resources 

to support their growth in that area.  As the year goes on, staff will 

do some of the research on their own. 

5. Mid-Year Eval meeting with admin (past practice) 
- Same as in the past 

6. Spring Lab Classroom at Jamestown (did last year) 
- Second round on the same topic.  Could be the same or a new 

classroom 

7. Host a Class Video or Peer Visit in focus area (optional) 
- The teacher records their own teaching or has others do a peer  

visit into their classroom to collect data on their area of focus 

8. Reflective small group conversation (new) 

- End of the year small group reflection about growth within goal area 

9. End of the year meeting with admin (past practice) 
- Same as in the past 

 

             

 



 

 

 

TIMELINE 

 

Aug 23 - Staff does 5D+ self-assessment and emails admin their primary 

and secondary possibilities for focus areas  

 

Sept - Pre-Observation Cycle meeting between teacher and admin 

 

Oct 19 -  October 19 staff meeting to kick-off PLC’s  

 

Nov-Feb -  1st Lab Classroom on PLC focus area 

 

Dec 1 -  Early release PLC time (90 mins) - Small group discussion,   

reading, and research 

 

Jan  -  Mid-year meeting between teacher and admin 

 

Feb 2 -  Early release PLC time (90 mins) - Small group discussion,  

                              reading, and research 

 

March - 2nd Lab Classroom on PLC focus area 

 

April 13 - Early release PLC time (90 mins) - PLC reflection 

 

Spring - Individual video / peer visit 

 

May -  End of year meeting between teacher and admin 

 

 


